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Relevant Cases
“The Judges will decide, the likes of me abide.
Spectators of the show, always staying low” Abba
1980
• Briggs J in Lilleyman v Lilleyman [2013] Ch 225 and [2012] 1 WLR 2801
• Deputy Master Linwood in In Re Clarke [2019] EWHC 1193 (Ch)
• HHJ Gosnell in Bullock v Denton (2020 Unreported)
• Cohen J in In Re H [2020] EWHC 1134 (Fam)

Legislation
• s58A(6) Courts and Legal Services Act 1990 (as
substituted by Legal Aid, Sentencing and
Punishment of Offenders Act 2012)
• Expressly provides that a cost order may not
include provision for the payment by one party of
all or part of a success fee

• S3(1)(a) Inheritance (Provision for Family and
Dependants) Act 1975
• If reasonable financial provision has not been
made, court must consider
• Financial resources and financial needs applicant has or is
likely to have in the foreseeable future

Lilleyman v Lilleyman (2012)
• C was wife of deceased. Short marriage and co-habitation. £6m estate.
• Award
• Life interest in matrimonial home
• £31,770 pa income shortfall - £237,500 award
• Both rolled into £500k and transfer of one property (property either beneficially
C’s or further reasonable provision)

• Award could be undermined by the effect of undisclosed negotiation
offers
• Part 36 consequences?
• Court expressed uneasiness at disparity between the cost regimes in
IPFDA and matrimonial finance proceedings.

• IPFDA no consideration
• Matrimonial finance proceedings emphasis on open offer with limited scope for
cost shifting to allow awards to take into account cost liabilities

• Counsel both agreed no alternative but to leave contingent cost liabilities
entirely out of account, however unrealistic in the real world that might
prove to be.

In Re Clarke (2019)
• C made two claims

• Rescind an inter vivos gift of land made by her late
husband, for mistake. Valued at c.£1.4mm
• Claim for provision under IPFDA
• No attendance or representation by Ds

• C had virtually no savings and lawyers acting
under CFA. Success fee 100% and estimated at
£192,000.
• Award in excess of £700,00 for capitalised
needs for nursing home and loss of guarantee
credit. – rescission granted so held on
constructive trust for Estate.

• No award for uplift (para 196):
• Calculation of award is pre-costs and has never
included an element of costs
• Would be contrary to policy of CLPA from Jan 2013
• Would amount to increase in award by way of
costs
• CFA litigant in better position on negotiations due
to risk of substantial cost burden
• Claimant under IPFDA shouldn’t be in better
position than, say, PI claimant.

Bullock v Denton (March
2020)

• C was co-habitee and financial dependant of Deceased for 3
years 4 months. Sole beneficiary brother of Deceased.
• Award of £230,000 from estate of c.£2m
• Life interest £140,000 plus £6k cost of moving
• £65,000 for financial assistance
• Car
• Debts
• White goods

• S.3(1)(a) IPFDA could incorporate success fee, as ability of C
to meet living costs under threat without. Debt incurred
since death. S.3(5) relevant date is trial not death.
• Success fee claimed under DBA and CFA. Lump sum of £25k
contribution awarded. Considered in In Re H to be less than
50% of liability.
• In Re Clarke not referred to. Did consider Lilleyman and held
that additional liabilities different to Part 36 consequences.

In Re H (2020)
• C is estranged (6 – 16 years) adult child with
severe and debilitating mental illness
• Deceased died in house fire leaving mum/
widow, who moved into care home thereafter
• Court exercised s.9 IPFDA power to treat Dec’s
share of jointly held property as part of Estate
• Estate £554K
• CFA uplift requested was 72% /c.£48k

• Considered In Re Clarke, Bullock v Denton and
Lilleyman
• Award £122k
• £17k ongoing psychiatric care
• £48k 3 years income shortfall
• £32k 3 years loss of universal credit as a result of
the award
• £15k replacement of white goods and upgrade of
car
• £10k rental deposit to allow C to move

• ”not a large award unlike In Re Clarke” and
does not permit of much elasticity
• not fair to ignore C’s liability to her solicitors

• Specifically said to be same approach as HHJ
Gosnell in In Re Clarke
• Para 58 “But, I recognise that there is a risk of
injustice to the estate, in particular if an
appropriate Part 36 offer has been made, of
which I am necessarily unaware at this stage of
proceedings. In addition, I flag up that I do not
know the precise terms of the agreement and
what is the definition of “success”. If my award
does not bring about the operation of the
uplift, I will revisit this element of the award”.
• ‘cautious approach’ to liability by allowing
£16,750/25% described as “reasonable CFA
mark up”

